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Information Asset Management
Discovering and documenting your information assets is a critical.

The Challenge
Whether you’re seeking regulatory compliance, tightening your cybersecurity posture or
managing your data privacy program, discovering and documenting your information
assets is a critical but daunting and difficult task.

The Solution
SureCloud’s Information Asset Management system provides organizations with a
common understanding of what physical and electronic data they hold, where it is
physically stored and their respective levels of data sensitivity and classification. The
Information Asset Management software helps to identify and record the data subjects,
volumes held, retention periods and who has access to the assets and their contents. This
information is then connected with the broader organizational model of applications
and infrastructure to provide to help understand and bring context to how these assets
support day to day business operations.
Uniquely, SureCloud’s Information Asset Management solution can also connect both
internal and external vulnerability scanning data to your information assets to ensure you
fully understand the risks associated with those assets.

SureCloud has minimized the threat of non-compliance, enhanced the security of
“
our data and given us a visibility that we simply didn’t have previously. And it’s all
delivered in a single, cost effective package.
”

Dennis Joseph,
Computer Services Manager, HSS Hire
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Key benefits
Simple Solutions Delivering
Enterprise Outcomes
SureCloud is a provider of
cloud-based, integrated Risk
Management products, which
reinvent the way you manage risk.
Streamline your processes
Works as your single source of truth
Automate your activities
Real time dashboarding and reporting
Great user experience
Integrate your Governance, Risk and
Compliance journeys

Information Asset Management Features
Information Asset Manager
Recommended complementary app that helps you understand
your data inventory and entity relationships by cataloging
information assets and their encompassed data, privacy
classification and CIA assessment; identify the processes, products
and services they’re used in; and the infrastructure (systems and
applications) and underlying components where they are stored
and physically located.

Information Asset Manager for GDPR
Records and maintains data inventory, catalogs data held in each
type of document, and includes respective levels of data sensitivity
and internal data classification. Identifies data subjects, volumes
held and retention periods, and groups users by access to their
contents.

Trusted by Companies around the world:

Book a demo
Let us help you reinvent
the way you manage risk.
Visit our website or
contact one of our experts
to find out more.
sales@surecloud.com
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Why SureCloud
SureCloud is a provider of cloud-based, integrated Risk Management products and
Cybersecurity services, which reinvent the way you manage risk. SureCloud connects the
dots with integrated Risk Management solutions enabling you to make better decisions
and achieve your desired business outcomes. SureCloud is underpinned by a highly
configurable technology platform, which is simple, intuitive and flexible. Unlike other GRC
Platform providers, SureCloud is adaptable enough to fit your current business processes
without forcing you to make concessions during implementation; meaning you get
immediate and sustained value from the outset.
For more information visit www.surecloud.com
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